Triton® RL1600 Retail ATM
Affordable, yet rich in features, this compact ATM makes it easy
to offer your customers fast, convenient access to their cash.

The Challenge
Most merchants would like to offer their customers the
convenience of an automated teller machine (ATM). But
the initial investment and ongoing maintenance costs can
be too expensive for many independent businesses.
Financial institutions may also wish to expand their
customer touch points with off-site ATMs at multiple
locations. But duplicating the kind of high-end ATM
experience customers have come to expect demands
feature-rich performance.

The Solution
The Triton RL1600 Retail ATM combines entry-level
affordability with advanced capabilities and a compact,
attractive, walk-up design. It can help retailers and
financial institutions generate additional income and
customer loyalty. And it is available as part of the First
Data Retail ATM Program, an affordable turnkey solution
that includes equipment, processing, installation, training,
maintenance, reporting and service.

Here’s How it Works
With its compact design, the Triton RL1600 invites
customers to use your store for their ATM needs. Customer
convenience means additional revenue for you—from ATM
surcharge and/or interchange fees to additional in-store
purchases, traffic and repeat business. And the First Data
Retail ATM Program brings you all the benefits of an ATM,
with turnkey convenience and affordability.
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Triton® RL1600 Retail ATM
Help Your Business

Features

JJ Generate new revenue from ATM surcharge and/

JJ Microsoft® Windows® CE 5.0 operating system

or interchange fees
JJ Increase in-store purchases by making additional
cash available to customers
JJ Build store traffic and customer loyalty
JJ Enjoy a competitive advantage over merchants
that do not offer an ATM

Help Your Customer
JJ Access cash conveniently
JJ Make purchases now with on-demand
cash availability
JJ Check bank account balances

and Triton software for fast transaction times
and reliability
JJ Dial-up, TCP/IP or wireless communications flexibility
JJ Talaris™ MiniMech® single-cassette dispenser has
1000-note capacity
JJ Small footprint (274 sq. in.) conserves floor space
JJ Visa®/PCI Encrypting PIN Pad (VEPP), Triple DES
compliance for customer security
JJ Dip-style card reader means the card never leaves
the customer’s hand
JJ ADA compliant; audio transaction guidance for the
visually impaired; multi-lingual

JJ Save time with fast ATM transactions

Payment Solutions for
Maximum Performance
Around the world every day, First Data makes payment
transactions secure, fast and easy for merchants, financial
institutions and their customers. We leverage our
unparalleled product portfolio and expertise to deliver
processing solutions that drive customer revenue and
profitability. Whether the payment is by debit or credit, gift
card, check or mobile phone, online or at the point of sale,
First Data helps you maximize value for your business.
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For more information, contact your Sales
Representative or visit firstdata.com.

